lographic root system of one rootlength. Steinberg's construction of the twisted Chevalley groups makes use of a nontrivial isometry of Φ which permutes the roots of a given fundamental system. Such isometries exist except for Φ = Aΰ E 7 ; E 8 and are defined by symmetries of the Dynkin diagrams.
This paper applies the same method to another isometry of Φ which permutes the roots of a set S = {r l9 -, r n , M) of n + 1 roots where {r l9 , r n } is a fundamental system and S has the following properties in common with a fundamental system:
2) The graph with the n + 1 roots of S as nodes, r and s being connected if and only if (r, s) < 0, is a tree. The condition (0.1) shows that -M is in the fundamental chamber defined by {r l9 •••, r n }, and because all roots in Φ are conjugates, M is uniquely determined as the lowest root. Therefore the graph is the extended Dynkin diagram as defined by Bourbaki [2, p. 198] . The cases that satisfy (0.2) are Φ = D n ; E 7 ; E 6 . The extended diagrams are:
The extended diagrams suggest the definition of an isometry η 595 596 EIVIND STENSHOLT of Φ. The following five special cases will be treated: Φ -D m+Z ; D 2m ; D 2m+1 ; E 7 ; E 6 (m ^ 2) and η = λ; μ; v; φ; ψ respectively, where λ: Vi > r t f or 2 <: i <; w -2, r w _! < > r n , n > M (n = ra + 2) > r x , r 4 > r 4 , r 3 < > r 5 , r 2 < > r β , r 7 > M ψ: r 4 > r 4 , n > r 3 • r 5 > r ίf r 2 > r 6 > M . Because the root Mis uniquely determined by {r u , rj, X(M) = r 1 , μ(M) = r ny v(M) = r Λ , ^(M) = r 7 , ^(ikί) = r 2 . Hence η is an isometry of order (0.5) I ΎJ I = 2; 2; 2; 2; 3 for 77 = λ; μ; v; φ; ψ respectively.
About certain automorphisms of Chevalley groups we state a few facts that are easily checked:
Let G t and G 2 be Chevalley groups defined by the same indecomposable root system and the same finite field GF{q), G x universal, and let 7 be a homomorphism of G ± onto G 2 with kernel in Z(G^). Further let a t e Aut G 1 and a 2 e Aut G 2 be either (a) field automorphisms or (b) products of field and graph automorphisms as used in Steinberg's twisting construction, and such that OL 2 Ί = Ίa t .
Let &i be the fixpointgroup of a i in G iy i = 1, 2. Then G 2 is generated by 7(Gi) and α 2 -invariant elements of the diagonal subgroup in G 2 , 7(G0 0 G 2 and the index [G 2 : 7(G0] is prime to q. The inclusion may be proper.
If G 2 is adjoint, 7(G0 is in case (b) a twisted group which is simple with a few exceptions. If G 2 is not adjoint, 7(G0 is in general a central extension of the mentioned twisted group. We will still call it a twisted group and denote it by the usual symbol, 2 A n (q 2 ) etc.
The content of the paper is as follows. Section 1 describes the ^-orbits of the roots in Φ. Let Pr be the orthogonal projection of the vectorspace spanned by Φ onto the subspace of ^-invariant points. Pr'^O) contains a root system Φ ker . It is shown that Pr(Φ) -{0} is a root system, and it will be denoted by Φ Pr . Subsystems Φ- Hence the fixpointgroup of rj is or contains (see the discussion above) a group of one of the types
for Ύ] = λ; μ; v; <p; ψ respectively.
As a consequence of (0.9) and (0.7) one obtains the embeddings
In § 5 these embeddings are described somewhat closer. The paper aims at a unified presentation of the arguments, with special treatment of the individual cases η = λ; μ; v\ φ; ψ only when technical reasons call for it. 1* The isometry of the root system* We first derive some information about the isometry η of Φ defined in (0.4). This information is given in the following table, using the notation of the introduction.
This may be checked in each case by means of the standard models of the root systems Φ = D n ; E 7 ; E Q , but for convenience we offer a reasonably unified argument.
Since M is a negative root, M -η(M) for η Φ f and M -1/3. K: a root in Φ ker . L: an ^-invariant root, i.e., a long root in Φ Pr . 4: a root in an 37-orbit of two orthogonal roots, i.e., belonging to a set Pr~\r) Π Φ of 4 roots, r e Φ Pr a short root, 5: a root in an ^-orbit of two roots making a 120°-angle, i.e., in a set Pr~ι({s, 2s}) Π Φ of 5 roots, seΦ Pr a half-root, η = v. 9: a root in an 57-orbit of three orthogonal roots, i.e., in a set Pr~\r) Π Φ of 9 roots, r e Φ Pr a short root, η = ^.
Let η Φ ψ and let r, s e Φ Pr , r a short root, s a half-root. Then Pr~\{r f -r})ΠΦ and Pr^iφs, s, -s, -2s}) Π Φ generate root systems X and Y of dimensions ^ 3 with ^ 8 and ^ 10 roots respectively. Hence Y is an A 3 -system. X must be an A 2 x A r or an A 3 -system, but the first is impossible, since the 8 roots would have to form 4 -orbits of orthogonal roots. X contains four if-roots and Y contains two. It is useful to show η \ X and η \ Y in two figures. Only a positive subsystem is shown.
K

We now introduce a new ordering of the roots in Φ, with the property that if Pr(r) = Pr(s) ^ 0, r, seΦ and r is positive in the new ordering, then also s is positive.
This is done by selecting positive systems Φ Pr+ in Φ Pr and φ ker+ in φ ker (i.e., in each component Ω of Φ ker ), and defining Φ + spans a convex cone containing one half of Φ, hence Φ + is a positive system in Φ, different from the one defining the original fundamental roots in (0.3).
The fundamental roots in Φ + span the extremelines of the cone. Therefore the numbers of fundamental roots of types K, L, 4, 5, 9 may be read off from (1.1). They are listed in Table ( 
From (1.5) we see that in the Dynkin diagram with the fundamental roots of Φ + as nodes, a 4-root or a 5-root always occur in a
and any L-root form a subdiagram of type Φ ker x A^ These remarks together with (1.7) suffice to determine the new Dynkin diagrams by simple conbinatorial arguments. They are:
Now we make the following observations: (1.9) If 7] Φ ψ, a reflection along a ϋΓ-root in (1.5) interchanges the two ^-orbits with the same projection. (1.10) If η= ψ, (1.8) shows that the 18 roots in Pr^r, -r}) Π Φ, r e Φ Pr a short root, generate an ^-invariant A 5 -system In the sequel ^-invariant subsystems of the types shown in (1.5) and described in (1.10) play an important role. We therefore introduce the following notation: (1.12) The ^invariant A^-system with four K-roots and eight 4-roots, 7] Φ ψ, will be called a KAK-system. The η-invariant A^system with two K-roots, two L-roots, and eight 5-roots, Ύ] = v, will be called a 5K5-system. The ^-invariant A δ system o/(1.10) with twelve K-roots and eighteen 9-roots, rj = ψ, will be called a KK9KK-system.
Clearly there are one-to-one correspondences between if41£-systems and pairs {r, -r}, r short, η Φ ψ, between 5JΓ5-systems and pairs [s, -s} f s SL half-root, η = v, between KK9KK-sγstems and pairs {r, -r}, r short, η = ψ. See (1.5) and (1.10 Proof. The ^-images of the Chevallay basis elements different from Hy_ 1{M) of (2.1) are clearly in the Z-span of that basis. But Define 7 by l(X r ) =-X u , 7(X r .) = X r . for %Φ 4 .
The highest root in E e with respect to the ordering of (0. It is now easily checked that Ί-ψ^Ί' 1 = ^2. Because of (2.10) it is not necessary to distinguish between the two cases, and ψ will mean any of the two i^(2? 6 )-automorphisms of (2.5). Proof. Let Φf uh be as in (1.2) . Since η \ £f (Φl uh ) is independent of the choice of X M9 the two choices must give different restrictions η I j^(Φ ker ) because of (2.4). Let r, s, t be fundamental roots of a i£4i£-systein, r and t being iΓ-roots and s a 4-root. See (1.4), (1.5), (1.12 Hence cd = abed, ab = 1, α = δ and so ^(X r ) = αX_ r , Applying this result to all iΓ4iΓ-subsystems defined by the Dynkin diagrams of (1.8), we find that η(X r ) = αX_ r for all ίΓ-roots reΦ with a = ±1 independent of r.
The next result shows that the restrictions 37 | =S^(ΦΓ Now βij = ay meets the requirement of (2.14). (2.17) Let GF(q) be the finite field with q elements, and let θ be the automorphism t-+t q of Proof. This is so because the sets of roots which support these groups are 77-invariant. Proof. By (2.5) the sign ± in (2.22) is a + if r or -r is one of the original fundamental roots r lf r 2 , in (0.3). Also Proof. Because of (2.14), the fixpointgroups of the N restrictions η I φ| ub (g !3?l ), 1 <; i ^ N, are all isomorphic. Hence it suffices to consider η I ΦΓ b (g |5?1 ), Φl uh being as in (1.2) . But this restriction is just the automorphism which is the basis for Steinberg's twisting procedure. where v e GF{q 2 ), w e GF(q*\ 6, c are as in (3.1) Note that ab = 1 for η = ψ and ab = -1 for 77 = 37". /, g, h, t, u, v, x, ye GF(q 2 ) .
GF(q {ϊ]l ) over GF(q). (2.18) Let Sf(Φ, q) be the Lie algebra £?(Φ) Z (x) GF(q) over the field GF(q), £f(Φ) z being the Z-span of the Chevalley basis (2.1). X r (x) 1 is for short denoted X r , reΦ. Let Φ(q) be the Chevalley group with generators
VMt)) = exp (θ(t) p(η(X x ))) = exp (£* ^(X W) ))
The restriction η \ Ω(q ]7ίl ), Ω c Φ ker * Let M{n, q) be the algebra of n x ^-matrices over GF(q). Let
Similarly 6 x 6-matrices with blocks like (3.6) give ίixpoints of ψ I KKdKK(q*). 
For later reference we need a result which is derived by means of a matrix model for the 5if5(g 2 )-groups. We consider the following situation:
2 ) ~+ <^r, ^_ r > be a homomorphism such that 7(1 + E iά t) = x s (t) where (1, 3) , (2, 4) , (3, 4) .
Then 7(7-7(7-7(7-7(7-This determines η for AeSL (4,q 2 ) ,
f -ί? M t) -^ 7(7 + /ί 13 6ί 5 )
t-JS7 21 ί) -^-7(7 + E i2 at") in the 5iΓ5(g 2 )-group. Proof. Let x = k a , t = k h . Then t = σ(t) is equivalent to the congruence (g -1)6 + a == 0 (mod (g % -1)), which implies a = (g -l)c for some c and HCΞO (mod(g % ~ l)/(g -1)). Hence
where ^^"-^/(^i)) = GF(g) -{0}. In particular, when r is a long root, this by (2.20) becomes )) = ωηω~ιd(x r {t)). s is fundamental in Φ + because the rootgroups are permuted according to a graph automorphism, so this may be achieved by adjusting d s in (4.5) .
Now it is easily verified that (4.14) is changed into
, for ror-r fundamental.
It remains to determine whether a = 0 or a = 1 in (4.13). If a = 0 however, the fixpointgroup of v, hence of ωvω~\ in an arbitrary 5i£5(<f)-group would contain an image of SL (4, q), contradicting (3.11) . Hence a -1. This proves (0.8).
We remark that similar twists may be performed on the Chevalley groups F 4 This follows from (4.6) and the definitions of ω and d. We now introduce new rootgroups <%f r of Φ(q lvl ) with elements x r (t),teGF(qW) by defining in the cases >? = λ; ^ y; <£>; o/r respectively. Thus only the third Dynkin diagram of (1.5) must be changed when we move our attention from Φ(q lvl ) to G. We repeat the other four diagrams however, indicating by A, B, C some fundamental roots for later reference: Second description. G is described in terms of (i) the subgroups Ω(q ]vl ) Π G, Ω being a component of Φ ker . These groups are homomorphic images of SL(\η |, q). See (3.4) , (3.7) .
(ii) the rootgroups of the twisted subgroups lvl ΦΓ b (q lηl ), i.e., the groups Proof. This is checked by means of matrix models of the K4K(q 2 )-groups and KK9KK(q*)-growps as indicated in (3.8) The rest is easily checked with commutator formulas in G using the first description above and in the twisted subgroups using the second description.
(5.11) Let R be the set of fundamental roots in (5.5). Let JaR. We recall that the parabolic subgroup Pj defined by J has a normal series Pj> Pϊ > O P (Pj) , p = char GF(q) where Pj is generated by O^Pj) and the rootgroups ^n θ W with r or -r expressible by the roots in J. Pj is generated by P* and the diagonal subgroup of G, so the index [P/. P*] is prime to p. PJ/O p (Pj) is isomorphic to the direct product of the Chevalley groups (twisted or not) defined by the connected components of J (regarded as a subset of the Dynkin diagram).
(5.12) The maximal parabolic subgroup P R - [r] will be denoted simpler by Pβ_ r and the parabolic subgroup defined by all iί-roots in (5.5) will be denoted P κ .
The main result of this section is (5.13) THEOREM. N G (Ur h ) c P κ , l î N .
Proof. Let B be as in (5.5) and iϊas in (5.10). Then (5, H) > 0 and (r, H) = 0 for r Φ B, r fundamental in (5.5). Hence, using (5.10), The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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